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12 men, 2 detectives, 1 true Mr. JPS Spell this
By LAHARI SANGITHA,
sophomore

By TIFFANY LIN, sophomore
WHAT’S BETTER than watching
your principal dance to Bhangra,
seeing men strut in stylish pink
Snuggies, and experiencing a
real-life version of Temple Run?
This year’s Mr. JPS event, held
on February 11 by the Student
Council Executive Board, excited
and captivated the audience as the
school’s most popular men put on
an extraordinary show. Hosted by
seniors and “detectives” Kanika
Sachdeva and Jillian Curry, this
entertaining event featured a
“Mystery Case” theme. The real
Mr. JPS was to be determined from
twelve suspects all competing for
the honorable title.
Following senior Loren Dent’s
soulful rendition of the national
anthem, a video presentation
depicted the two detectives’
mission to find the true Mr. JPS
among the impostors. After
using outrageously funny tactics
to round up the men, the twelve
candidates appeared live onstage
and participated in a collaborative
group dance. Witty rhymes
followed, such as senior Mr. April’s
“Ryan Szemp’ raises the temp”

P-H-E-N-O-M-E-N-A-L
may
well be the best word to describe
“The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee,” this
year’s semiannual spring musical
performed by the JPS Theatre
Company. The show portrayed six
ambitious adolescents competing
to win a spelling bee. The six
spellers (each with a name more
hysterical than the next) captured
the audience’s attention as they
sang amusing songs about their
woes and worries. Sophomore
Mitali Singh remarked, “The play

ERICA LAW

Principal Ms. Pawlikowski and senior Tarnjit Singh — Mr. November — display their bhangra dancing
abilities during the “talent” portion of a fun-filled, competitive, and spirited night.

and Mr. December’s, senior Ricky
Mitra’s “I’m on crutches, but I love
my judges.”
The first event, “month wear,”
included a variety of creative

clothing which characterized each
candidate’s season or holiday. Mr.
March, junior Trevor Yelencsics,
wore a hilarious green leprechaun
outfit, while Mr. April appeared

with a bath cap, towel, and backscrubber to represent “April
showers.” The audience laughed

See MR. JPS, page 8

Boston’s best: JP takes gold at HMUN
By STEVEN XIE, sophomore
THE JP STEVENS Model UN
team broke new ground this past
January at the Harvard Model UN
(HMUN) conference. Walking in
after a successful season opener,
JPSMUN proved that it had truly
outdone itself. The team emerged,
after four grueling days of debate,
with the coveted Best Large
Delegation Award.
OPINION, PAGE 2

Let’s talk about gays and “gay”

HMUN is considered by
both JPSMUN and the MUN
community at large as the most
prestigious conference on the
circuit. Accordingly, the JP Stevens
“HMUN Squad” — chosen based
on past dedication, performance,
and experience — represents the
most select and seasoned group of
members.
After weeks of meticulous
preparation, the JPSMUN team
FEATURES, PAGE 5

traveled to Boston to face off
against delegates from over
30 countries and 100 schools,
including the fiercely competitive
Lyceum school of Pakistan. Across
twenty committees, the delegates
faced intimidating global issues that
ranged from rampant Colombian
drug cartels to child soldiers. The
JPSMUN team, however, met its
committee sessions with energy
and enthusiasm. Senior Aparna

How JP are you? Take the quiz

NEWS, PAGE 9

ELLIE

HAUTZ

Junior Michael Spadoro plays
Jesus during the Putnam County
Spelling Bee play.

Govindan, JPSMUN Treasurer,
described her HMUN experience
in glowing terms: “Sometimes
things are just so perfect you
can’t describe them. HMUN
2012, rivaling band trips, is one
of those things. Everything just
fell into place that weekend: the
committee, the debate, and the
people. HMUN reminded me

was very original and funny. I
loved the characters!” Even after
leaving the scene, the actors’
melodic voices were still humming
in the audience’s minds. They
demonstrated their dedication and
hard work on stage by effortlessly
pulling off a fantastic show.
Act I begins with Rosa
Lisa Perretti, the host and
former
champion
of
the
Putnam County bee. Played by

See HMUN, page 8

See “PUTNAM,” page 9

INK!blot celebrates art and creation
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OPINION

Gay rights: the ongoing SAGA
By ROBERT DEVICO, senior

MY EXPERIENCE as an openly gay
student at JP has been as varied and complex
as the LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transsexual) community itself. There have
been times when I’ve been completely
frustrated with who I am, how my peers
perceive me, and how different I am from
others. However, there have also been times
when I’ve embraced my identity,
made friends because of my
differences, and realized
that I wouldn’t change
a thing about myself.
Both the good and
the bad leave an
impression on me
that I can’t quite fit
into words; but I’ll
give it a shot.
The LGBT community at JP is smaller
than most, especially
in comparison to other
schools that boast thirty
members or more. In fact,
the number of participants
in our Straight and
Gay Alliance (SAGA)
club is so small that
it can be counted on both
hands. I’ve only met a handful of
people who admit to being gay, lesbian,
or bisexual, and only half of these people
are open about their sexuality. The lack
of a strong, unifying voice for the LGBT
students of JP has given our community a
less empowering grasp of our identities. At

By ELMER TAN, senior

  gay [gey] adjective, -er, -est, noun, adverb
3. having or showing a merry, lively mood:
gay spirits; gay music.
4. bright or showy: gay colors; gay
ornaments.
5. given to or abounding in social or other
pleasures: a gay social season.
“YO, THAT’S SO GAY.” Walk through the
hallways and you’re bound to hear this
phrase. But is the word “gay” being used in
any of these three positive ways? Of course
not. In fact, it is rarely used in neutral sense
of “homosexual.” Instead, the seventh
definition is the most popular:

7. Slang: Often Disparaging and Offensive:
awkward, stupid, or bad: This game is really
gay.

Advisor
Mr. Louis Andreuzzi

The word “gay” is one of the most
common adjectives used in JP to describe
anything bad: “Man, that test was really
gay.” I often wonder why it is that we always
seem to link homosexuality with negativity.
Why don’t we try it with a different personal
descriptor, say, Mormon, Chinese, or white?
What if you were to hear a good friend
talking to someone else and saying “We
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for Hawkeye? Email us at jpshawkeye@
gmail.com.
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Edison High, gay pride roars thunderously
in the LGBT community; at JP, it is merely a
subdued whisper.
Why then is our school so different from
other New Jersey schools in its perception
of LGBT students? A cursory glance at
our school’s population would seem to
suggest that somehow, the ethnic diversity
of our students would have an effect on
how LGBT students are truly seen.
But how could that be? No
ethnicity is “immune” to
homosexuality.
The
answer to this question
is
perhaps
that
cultural
influences
of the student body
are suppressing or
diminishing
the
LGBT
community,
since the majority of
students come from
a more conservative
background than that
of the United States.
As an openly gay
student in our culturally
varied school, I am one of
very few. Most of us who
are openly gay know of
each other’s existence simply
because we are so thinly spread.
We are often labeled by our straight
peers as “the gay sophomore” or “the
gay senior,” and are distinguished by
our sexuality rather than our personalities.
Ironically, the minuteness of the openly gay
population in JP has promoted a sense of
trust and community among students who

are out of the closet. We provide each other
with emotional support, friendship, and even
defense against homophobic bullies.
Thankfully, anti-LGBT bullying rarely
occurs at our school. But this perceived
harmony is less related to our student body’s
kindness than to a strict discipline code.
Homophobia is very much alive in certain
niches of our school’s culture. People
whisper and gossip about us behind our
backs, but I, personally, have learned to
take this in stride. As a wise man once said,
“Haters gonna hate.”
Surprisingly, being an openly gay student
in such a limited environment as JP does have
its advantages. The number of girls I’ve met
who have wanted me to be their “gay best
friend” is too high to count. Although these
friendships seem to embody a clichéd TV
stereotype, my friendships with these girls
have blossomed into something meaningful.
I might not end up the sassy gay best friend,
but I do end up being their sassy friend who
also happens to be gay.
After four years of being openly gay, I
wouldn’t trade JP Stevens (or the multitude
of friends I have made here) for the
world. I’ve had a unique and completely
personalized experience here, and it has
enriched me beyond measure. To those of
you who find it hard to be a LGBT student
in our school — don’t give up. There are lots
of JP students (straight and gay) who can
offer you a helping hand, a shoulder to cry
on, friendship, and understanding. Don’t let
bullies make you regret being who you are.
If someone ever puts you down, remember
to brandish your green, gold, and pink with
pride, and never stop looking up.

On “gay”: we are how we speak

Technical Advisor
Matt Swulinski

Hawkeye is a forum for student
expression. Published articles express
the views of their authors, not of the
newspaper. Hawkeye reserves the right to
edit all material. Please visit our website at
www.jpshawkeye.com for more content.
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have so much homework! Ugh, our teacher
is such an Italian”? The word in question
cannot disguise the feeling behind its use.
One thing is for sure: our culture is still
plagued by much hate and ignorance.
Admittedly, “gay” is hardly the only
example of hate in our daily speech. Students
regularly sling racial jabs, sexual slurs, or
straight-up insults in a casual manner. But
this disrespect for each other isn’t even
consistent. Many students in JP ignore or
condone the hateful use of the word “f----t,”
but when reading Twain aloud in English,
squirm at the use of the word “n-----r.”
The ignorance extends far beyond the
linguistic sphere. “Our school has a Straight
and Gay Alliance? They had a Café Night?”
“Oh, these stickers that say Day of Silence
— they aren’t just to get us out of talking
in class?” Yes, I’m exaggerating, but I’m not
far off the mark. Few individuals know that
there exists a Straight and Gay Alliance, that
they have meetings and events, and that there
truly are individuals who have problems with
discrimination that no amount of ignoring
eliminate. But then again, there are also
students who purloin Day of Silence stickers
(which you will see this year on April 20) for
the sole purpose of disrupting class.
Why the hate, and why the indifference
toward the hate? Perhaps it’s because
old misinformation does not cease in

Word on the street

CHECK OUT what other students have
to say about the LGBT community,
both in JP and beyond:
  

“America is the land of opportunity,
where equal opportunity should be
given, regardless of sexual orientation.”
—Casey He, freshman
“Recently coming out as a bisexual
person, I believe everyone should

be treated with equal respect. Why judge
someone just because they see the world
differently then you do?”
—Samantha White, junior
“I have nothing personal against the
LGBT community, but my faith tells me that
marriage is between a man and a woman.”
—Jacob Chang, sophomore
“It’s really great that our school has

propagation. Homosexuality stopped being
considered a psychological disorder in 1973.
Homosexuality is part of nature — an article
in Volume 85, No. 1 of the Yale Scientific
indicates that homosexual behavior has
been discovered in over 10% of the
prevailing species and over 450 different
animal species worldwide. In addition,
homosexuality is independent of gender —
there are “effeminate” as well as “masculine”
homosexuals and heterosexuals, male and
female. There is no reason to think LGBT
individuals as unnatural, or worse, natural
objects of hate.
There is probably someone reading this
and thinking, “The writer’s gay.” No, I’m
not. One does not have to be AfricanAmerican to recognize that evoking racial
slurs is obscenely rude. Similarly, one does
not have to be LGBT to recognize that using
the words “gay” and “f----t” so hatefully and
carelessly is equally offensive. Reader, I ask
you to recognize this fact, too, and to help
eliminate this hate in JP. You don’t have
to be a major activist to do your part. Just
think before you speak and eliminate any of
your own hateful (intentional or otherwise)
language; recognize hate and speak out
against it. Even go the next step and make a
stand by participating sincerely in this year’s
Day of Silence on April 20. What have you
got to lose?

SAGA and students and faculty who
support LGBT rights. Ultimately, it is no
one’s business who anyone chooses to
love. You don’t have to understand it, just
respect it. We are entitled to ‘life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.’”
		 —Leah Kravets, junior
“Love doesn’t
should people?”

discriminate.

Why

—Ankur Choksi, senior
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Not asked, don’t tell
By ERIN PETENKO, columnist
DEAR DIARY,
ALL MY LIFE, I have been
proudly growing independent. I
rely on myself, and only myself,
for gaining academic accolades,
managing my social life, and even
earning my spending money. If
I want something, I go for it. But
my usual approach is useless
for the event at the end of the
season: prom. Part one-night
fiesta, part senior milestone,
and part romantic drama,
prom consumes our time and
complicates our social lives.
It’s the romantic portion
that has me the most confused.
Tradition dictates that a guy
ask a girl to prom, hopefully
in an elaborate and sweet way.
This works well for steady
girlfriends and boyfriends,
who can be assured they
have a date. The other
half of the school,
though, needs to find
a pairing that will work.
Girls
are
constantly
discussing whom they
want to go with and how
to get him to ask. They —
admittedly, we, because I
have often been recruited
to help — hint and hope
until they’re blue in the face.
Yet experience has shown
these attempts are more
saddening than successful.
Often, they could have
been more successful
under normal conditions,
but the pressure to find
a date in a short amount
of time strains the
tentative nature of the
relationship.
Waiting for a guy
to ask me to prom is an
arduous and nerve-wracking
process. What if the guy who asks me isn’t
the right guy? What if nobody asks me
at all? Questions such as these are some

of the many stressful thoughts buzzing
through so many girls’ minds,
Diary. Pulling a Sadie Hawkins
(asking that special someone
instead of waiting for him
to ask) is hardly an option
according to the ladies’ code
of conduct. Of course, neither
is giving up on guys and going
with a friend or alone. Girls have
a difficult time abandoning these
ancient dating rules, even if we
loathe them. Every girl
wants the fairy tale; the
night is nothing without
the guy who can sweep
them off their feet with
passionate devotion and
turn their prom night into
a romantic adventure.
It may be the twentyfirst century, but, for
many girls, the age-old
concepts of love and
knights in shining
armor seem to still
prevail. Of course,
I
sometimes
wonder
if
guys
go
through
the
same type of
difficulties when
asking girls to
prom, and whether the act
of asking her is as torturous
as waiting for him to ask.
Either way, it’s April, and this
prolonged, final chapter of
senior awkwardness has
many pages before the end.
Personally, Diary, I’m
not too stressed. I am
both an optimist and
a procrastinator: I am
hoping for someone
to ask me, but
willing to make
last-second plans
if
nothing
happens — a
plan that college applications
have taught many seniors. I’m open
to all options; but for now, I plan
to go to prom just for the fun of it.

A prom man-ifesto
By DAVID SHIEH, columnist
DEAR MANLY JOURNAL,
I SAW X in school today, and she looked
pretty cute. I think I’m going to take her to
prom, and to pre-prom and to post-prom
and to infra-prom and to ultra-prom, and
then we’re going to develop our budding
romance in college and end up growing old
together as husband and wife. Ok, maybe
not. That much foresight is dangerous and
very creepy.
But before we can start thinking about
growing old together, we have to take that
first step of making the prom “proposal.”
Remind me to bring flowers, chocolates
and balloons, because this “proposal”
is definitely going to be photographed,
recorded, and uploaded onto Facebook.
Let me take this moment to also consider
gender biases. The truth is, we guys aren’t
so simpleminded as people think. We’re
tired of others subjecting us to stereotypes
about being brutish and not as out-of-touch
with our emotions for the sake of appearing
manlier. We have feelings too; we’re just a lot
better at stifling them. So, to all the girls who
will be reading this: how hard would it be for
you to ask a guy to prom? Because it’s just as
hard for us to ask you.

Then again, I’m not here to dance on the
grave of chivalry. Chivalry is important —
it is the balance of the chivalrous man and
the effeminate woman that keeps us from
becoming the asexual gray-skinned residents
of some terrible dystopia. (The terrible
polluted dystopia will probably happen
anyway, but we must preserve our sense of
romance!) It’s annoying though, because
it turns the prom proposal process into a
complicated game of passivity, guesswork,
and rejection. And that’s not cool. So if
you’re reading this, and you haven’t asked
your girl yet, 1. Get a move on, it’s April
already, and 2. Be honest, and don’t play
mind games because they just don’t work.
You don’t have to be that brand of romantic
to be a man.
I’m no relationship expert, but I’m sure
of this: prom isn’t everything. Believe it or
not, the night we spend months preparing
and fundraising for, the night which will cost
us hundreds of dollars per person in tickets,
room and board, and mandatory fees, the
night that is supposed to be the highlight of
senior year, of high school, of your entire
life, is only just that — one night, Wildwood
excluded. So if I can’t find the prom date of
my dreams, if I have to bum some money
off my parents, if I don’t have the best time
of my life... I won’t worry. It’s no big deal.
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Your days are numbered
By AMEER MALIK, sophomore
RULES ARE OFTEN broken, especially
when they are just too difficult to follow.
This may very well be the case for the new
attendance policy at JP Stevens this year,
which reduces the number of unexcused
absences from twelve to six, a policy that has
become increasingly important as we near
the end of the year. With this new policy
in place, being absent for a mere seven days
without legitimate excuses will result in
Credit Completion summer school. Thus,
students who are in JP Stevens for more
than 96% of the school year can be held
back for the 4% of days that they miss. Just
looking at the numbers, one can’t help but
sense unfairness.
The policy states that very few absences
will be considered as excused days from
school. The reasons for excused absences are
still limited to deaths in the family, religious
holidays, and college visits. Illness, however,
has become a major point of contention in
the school’s new policy; sick days are not
legitimate until they are verified by doctor’s
notes.
Experience shows that acquiring a doctor’s
note is not nearly as easy as it sounds. The
mandate simply demands too much from
students who are sick. Many illnesses can
be diagnosed without a professional (i.e.
allergies, the common cold), and can also
easily be treated with over-the-counter
medication. The need to get a doctor’s note
forces children who are under the weather
to interrupt their much-needed rest to visit a
doctor for a formal check-up. Not only does
this waste both the doctor’s and the student’s
time, but the trip also drains finances in the
form of health insurance co-pays. For sick
students without health-care, a doctor’s visit
is completely out of the question, forcing
them to come to school.
However, there are many reasons to be
absent other than those the current policy
dictates. The need for a “mental health day”
is one of them. The work and pressure that
are an integral part of our school lives can be
overwhelming at times, and a hard-working
student needs time off to relax and relieve
stress. A choir member who has a job, plays
basketball, and competes with FBLA does
the school a needed service. If a student’s
work directly helps their school, shouldn’t
the school allow them to take a break
every so often? According to Mindtools, an
organization devoted to teaching individuals
how to succeed in various careers, sleep and
relaxation greatly alleviate stress. A single

free day can work wonders on a person’s
mind. At the same time, many students
benefit greatly from taking “study days”
before tests and competitions. Higher scores
mean better school rankings, and better
school rankings mean brain gain and higher
budgets, ultimately translating into better
salaries for our undoubtedly deserving
teachers.
Though the current policy is significantly
more rigid than the last one, the strictness is
not entirely unjustified. Several students last
year exploited the former policy by choosing
to stay home to skip assessments with the
comfort of knowing that they had several
allotted absent days left. In addition, the
former policy, like the new one, contained a
provision that would penalize students who
chose to stay home from school immediately
after returning from a trip, counting all the
trip days, in addition to subsequent absences,
as all unexcused. Joanna Cai, sophomore,
considers these simultaneous benefits and
difficulties, “I think the attendance policy
is fine; even though we could use more
excused days, the policy makes sure that
you don’t miss out on too many school days
and fall behind in your work.” Last year,
many perpetrators flippantly ignored their
responsibilities and stayed home following
one or more trips. The new policy makes it
nearly impossible to take this risk, as a simple
three day excursion could take up majority
of one’s yearly allowance of unexcused
absences.
The new attendance policy was not
instituted to simply make life more
difficult for students; it stems from the
administration’s noble desire for students
to take responsibility and to come to
school more often. However, the approach
being taken inadvertently cracks down on
hardworking students and punishes them for
factors outside of their control. Alternatives
should be considered; the administration,
for example, should consider programs
for motivating students to boost their own
attendance. At the same time, as a student
body, we should honor our responsibility
to attend school and to take advantage of
our excellent education; we can’t expect to
change the system without first taking this
crucial step. After all, missing school hurts
only us in the long run. Furthermore, the
decision to change the attendance policy
may be attributed to the fact that students
sometimes fail to realize the value of
punctuality and diligence, not only at JP, but
also in life beyond school walls. Still, this
new policy costs more than it benefits.
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The right man for the job
By VIGNESHWAR SUBRAMANIAN,
political columnist
I ADMIRE Chris Christie. Yes, it’s true; I’m
fond of the unabashedly brash governor and
his larger-than-life leadership. It
is hard not to respect the man.
He won a gubernatorial election
in a deeply liberal state and has
since pushed a great deal of
much-needed reforms through
New
Jersey’s
Democratic
legislature. Given the difficulty
of governing as a conservative
in the union-friendly, left-leaning
Garden State, Christie’s progress
is more than remarkable; it’s as
impressive as that of almost any
other governor in the United
States today.
A snapshot of New Jersey
as Christie took office revealed
a state dangerously close to
becoming the next Michigan
— a formerly vibrant center of
manufacturing and commerce
deeply affected by rampant
spending. Years of Democratic
leadership, in addition to a
mentality of spending first and
taxation later, had led New
Jersey down a path away from
prosperity and fiscal sanity. Many
individuals voted with their
feet: the wealthiest residents of
New Jersey fled rather than be
robbed of their earnings by the
Democratic administration under
Jon Corzine, Christie’s predecessor.
Corporations packed their bags as
well, taking jobs and commerce
out of the state into more business-friendly
regions, such as Texas. The government of
New Jersey was immensely underfunded and
heading for a public pension disaster, with
pension funds that were woefully inadequate
for public sector employee benefits.
In his first two years as governor, Christie

attempted to address each and every one of
these issues. He balanced the budget without
a single tax raise and capped property
tax increases at two percent. He followed
up with public union reform legislation

designed to save the state $130 billion. His
proposal limited collective bargaining for
public sector employees, raised employee
contributions to pensions, and raised the
retirement age. Though this has not saved
public pensions overnight, it represents an
encouraging step in the right direction.

Though Christie has demonstrated both
his willingness to move in the right direction
on fiscal policy and his political backbone
in making tough decisions about cutting
popular entitlement spending, his actions
unfortunately incited backlash
from some liberal New Jersey
residents. These residents
should not feel so slighted,
as Christie has demonstrated
decidedly
non-conservative
leanings on several hot button
issues. He supports gun
control, believes in humancaused global warming, and
advocates legalization for all
immigrants. One of the most
controversial decisions Christie
made was drastically cutting
education spending, but he
has since stated that education
would be his first priority if he
were to allocate possible surplus
funds in the future. During
his annual budget address last
February, Christie proposed
adding $213 million of funding
for New Jersey schools. In a
similar vein, he has thrown
his weight behind increased
federal education spending by
supporting President Obama’s
Race to the Top program.
Chris Christie is as progressive
as a Republican can be. He has
achieved extraordinary feats
especially considering how
how left-leaning New Jersey
is. He should be commended
for restoring New Jersey to the
path of greatness, of prosperity,
and of progress. In his first term, he has
certainly done an excellent job of bringing
urgently needed change to the New Jersey
establishment. There is no doubt that
Governor Christie will continue to serve our
state with excellent leadership for years to
come.

Tripping up Trenton
By VISHAL BAILOOR, columnist
FEW FIGURES ARE as famous — or as
infamous — in Edison, or in the entire
Northeast, as Chris Christie, the overbearing
and misguided governor of New Jersey.
Christie, considered by many Republicans
to be a hero and a symbol of their party’s
future, would certainly blend in nicely
with the laughable circus of Republican
presidential candidates today, and was even
considered a strong nominee just this year.
His supporters would have us believe he is a
crusading reformer with a feel for money, yet
a quick glance at the accomplishments of this
“hero” yields some surprising revelations. A
booming state economy has been crushed
under unfair tax breaks and subsidies, and
strong traditions of education and labor
representation have been undercut and
left at the wayside. Hypocrisy and partisan
politics have become the modus operandi in
Trenton, and Christie has diverted what
little resources we have into meaningless
and detrimental pet projects. This man has
done so much to hurt our state that his very
name is teeth-gnashingly repulsive to many
residents, and it is high time we wake up to
the true Christie and abandon our support
of his corrupt policies.
During his time as governor, Christie
has proved himself an inept administrator
and a traitor to many of New Jersey’s best
programs. Perhaps his most recent egregious
offense was his veto of a New Jersey samesex marriage bill, which had passed with
overwhelming support in the New Jersey

state legislature. That bill, a bipartisan
favorite and a basic tenet of civil rights,
would have granted homosexuals many of
the same rights as heterosexuals in terms of
marriage. It was not to be; Christie vetoed
it without offering so much as a plausible
explanation. However, that was not his
only transgression. In the wake of the
mortgage crisis, Christie cut NJ’s Council
on Affordable Housing, which would have
alleviated the problem for homeowners. As
the deficit grew, Christie grew more erratic,
drafting and forcing through plans without
consulting many leaders in the legislature. To
make matters worse, many of his plans grew
costly and fell short, and a few, such as his
elimination of billions from the budget and
his removal of the entire public advocacy
department, actively hurt the economy and
violated the rights of the people.
How could Christie afford all these
expensive missteps? Certainly not with
money from the top 1%, or from bloated big
city infrastructure spending, or even from
politicians’ salaries. No, the money came
from the pensions of hardworking teachers
and union members and from the budgets
of public schools across the state. A recent
bill sponsored by Christie has drastically
cut benefits for union employees in many
fields, and Christie’s yearly budget has cut
net education spending and subsidies every
single year to date. It’s politics, pure and
simple. The NJEA teacher’s union backed
his opponent for governor, as did most
public sector unions, and what Christie is
doing now is repurposing the spoils system

to punish his enemies. On a personal note,
Christie’s cuts are the reason most clubs
have been purged unceremoniously, so many
teachers have disappeared or “retired,” and
many of the things that made school life
so unique have begun to fade. Meanwhile,
Christie takes multi-thousand dollar rides in
a state police helicopter to important state
functions such as family baseball games or
jaunts to other cities.
Christie is often lauded as being a toughminded and practical governor, but what
has he accomplished during his term? Every
meager step forward is accompanied by a
sprint backward. As unions, teachers, and
the middle class suffer, we must speak out
against our governor’s mismanagement.
Christie, who has been implicated in multiple
charges of defamation of character (usually
of opponents in political campaigns), is
certainly no saint, and his work life is not
much better. An end to same-sex marriage
rights, the termination of many health
benefits and pensions, an end to public
advocacy, an end to education budgets, and
an end to the State Education Commissioner
(in the wake of a scandal in which Christie
failed to secure millions in federal school
funding because he ignored both the NJEA
and the federal government’s reminders)
comprise the legacy Christie has left behind.
“New Jersey, whether you like it or not,
you’re stuck with me,” he joked when he
bowed out of the candidacy for Republican
nominee earlier this year. Stuck with him?
Only until the next election, Mr. Governor.
Only until 2013.
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Obsessed with
obsessions
By ALICE WANG, freshman
EVERYONE IS obsessed with something,
whether it’s Harry Potter, Taylor Swift,
or Jeremy Lin. Constant obsessions
easily become distractions in the form of
Facebook, Tumblr, or just the Internet.
These distractions are simply guilty pleasures:
we love to indulge in them, yet regret it
afterwards. But are distractions really so
bad? Being a professional procrastinator
myself, I know the consequences of getting
distracted (and, thus, mismanaging my time)
all too well. Doing homework during class?
Studying during passing? Been there, done
that, many times. Distractions can have a
negative impact on your grades and health,
but they can also sometimes be beneficial.
Everyone gets distracted. But being able to
bear long hours of work for hours at a time
isn’t an achievement; in fact, it’s a failure.
Contrary to popular belief, distractions
aren’t just means of procrastination. Rather,
they are vital pressure valves to channel our
frustrations productively.
We teens need diversions to survive the
anxiety of life. Though we’re not yet adults,
the pressure to succeed is already starting to
stress us out. Distractions provide chances
for us to pause, relax, and take much-needed
mental breathers. We’re able to clear our
heads for all of our work: it’s like pressing
our own “refresh” buttons. Instead of
focusing on our worries, we grant ourselves
a moment of peace. With distractions, we
can relax, calm down, and maybe even laugh
a little, too.
Not all distractions are created equal,
but all distractions fit into two groups: the
meaningful and the meaningless. Though we
tend to pick the latter, try becoming occupied
with meaningful distractions instead. For
instance, since childhood, I’ve had the
attention span of a goldfish. Admittedly, I’m
terrible at keeping my mind focused on one
thing at a time — that is, when it comes to
anything but my obsession: reading. While
doing my homework, my eyes would often
wander to my bookshelf. I would pick up a
book and read for hours, shutting out the
outside world. Though I would later realize
how much work I had left, my distraction
was also another way of learning.
Distractions can greatly increase
productivity by providing burnt-out workers
with much-needed inspiration. You’ve been
there before: you’re stressed out, you have
a deadline to meet, and you’re fresh out of
ideas. Giving up, you surf the Web, update
your Tumblr, or root for your favorite
basketball team. You continue to waste
your time, trying your best to ignore your
problems. And suddenly, you experience
that pivotal “Aha!” moment you could’ve
only hoped to have crossed your mind.
You’ve seen it: the stimulus that triggers
something in your brain, the reason the
lightbulb illuminates, that coveted “brain
blast.” In many situations, our distractions
provide us with new ideas that would not
have come to us without the inspiration.
Before you know it, your work is done and
your stress is finally vanquished, thanks to
that moment of epiphany, that one critical
second of inspiration.
Don’t get me wrong — you should not
go home and log onto Facebook instead
of doing homework, telling your mom that
scrolling down your news feed for hours
will give you the inspiration to finish your
English essay. Don’t start replacing work
with texting, tweeting, or blogging, either.
As long as you’re managing your time wisely,
there is nothing wrong with logging onto
your favorite fan sites or checking up on
the scores from last night’s game. When it
comes to obsessions and distractions, as
with everything in life, take it in moderation.
Distractions aren’t so bad.
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You know you go to JP when...
…people say “nbd” and “hashtag” out loud.
…you’ve experienced an entire day of tests,
an entire day of movies, and an entire day of
PowerPoint presentations.
…the pizza sold after school is a better deal
than the pizza sold during lunch.
…you avoid the public library, because all
the freshmen hang out there.
…more detentions are given out for
tardiness than anything else.
…little children roam the hallways.
…half the school aspires to be doctors,
engineers, or investment bankers.
…the lunch ladies serve a “special lunch”
for Black History Month, which consists of
biscuits, macaroni, and chicken.
…your principal knows how to dance the
“bhangra.”
…you still refresh Parent Portal regularly.
…“swag” and “boss” are out; “yolo” and
“finna” are in.
…the more elaborate a guy’s prom proposal
is, the more he’s going to be disliked by
other guys.

…for seniors, HSPA week is “go out for
breakfast and watch movies in class” week.
…underclassmen and seniors sleep in during
HSPA week…
…but still arrive late to school.
…boys have to roam the school for ten
minutes in order to find an open bathroom.
…freshmen are being asked to prom, while
seniors are desperately waiting for a date.
…some seniors are more excited about
Wildwood than they are about prom.
…every day during sixth period lunch,
Mr. Pierce counts down the days left until
summer…
…and until retirement.
…you can’t get a report card if you have
Parent Portal…
…but you can’t sign up for APs without it.
…the driving safety video makes you
develop a phobia of driving.
…you’re still groggy from spring break.
…it takes over half an hour to set up the
Key Club yearbook picture…
…and half an hour to leave.

…you overhear someone asking, “When’s
the spelling bee? I want to enter!”
…you can send someone an Ides of March
“daggergram” in homeroom.
…the Spanish art unit requires you to look
for triangles in every other painting.
…performances at Café Night are so good
that the microphone doesn’t need to be
turned on…
…whereas at pep rallies, due to the
microphone, you can only hear every other
word.
…you realize that a JP swim team exists…
…then you wonder where it practices.
…you hate daylight savings time for making
you lose a precious hour of sleep.
…both freshmen and seniors are planning
to self-study for APs.
…the slang cycle is renewed every marking
period.
…every day brings news of another prom
proposal or college acceptance.
…only Genesis and the announcements
remember your birthday.

…obscure brands market their fruit drinks
to the student body during lunch with a
spinning wheel.
…teachers get to experience the wonders of
Zumba during PE Day.
…juniors are already starting to get
senioritis…
…and sophomores are coming down with
junioritis.
…election campaign posters invoke knockknock jokes, puppies, unicorns, Internet
memes, and variants of “yolo.”
…you don’t notice the M&Ms, math
equations, Calvin and Hobbes comics,
inspirational quotes, and random scenery
painted on the walls anymore.
By BHAVNA BHATIA, junior,
ABHISHEK CHOUTHAI, junior,
and ANDREW YE, sophomore

JPSHAWKEYE.COM :

CHECK IT OUT.

Edison through new eyes How JP are you?
By DAVID ZHAO, freshman
FOR MANY JP students, Edison is simply

home. We don’t think about it much; this
scenery of suburban streets and stores is
so familiar as to be invisible. But Edison
possesses quirks that are quite startling to
people who move here.
First, there are the obvious demographic
contrasts. In few towns can you exit the
highway and immediately see an ad for an
Indian clothing store. But besides a thriving
Indian community, Edison is also home
to almost every other race, and with a
population of nearly 100,000, we’re the fifth
largest municipality in NJ.
Zooming in, JP Stevens differs greatly
from the typical
American
high
school. Junior Astha
Saxena
pointed
out the differences
between JP and her
school in Torrance,
California: “There,
the normal class size
was around forty,
and there were about
four Indians in the
whole school,” she
remarked. “As for
the
competition,
JP is on an entirely
different level. At
first, the Algebra II
class blew my mind
because at my old school, some of the
classes were jokes. Also, JP people are nicer
because many of the kids in my old school
were more exclusive or fake.” JP is known
for being competitive, but it’s nice to hear
that we’re still an accepting crowd.
Freshman Courteney Fung moved from
Queens, New York to Edison last year, and
shared her perspective on the changes she
experienced. “The schools here are much
less crowded, and my old school didn’t have

a grassy field or a parking lot. The people
here are nice, but they’re serious about
schoolwork.” Regarding the feel of our town,
she replied that “while the environment here
is safer, you can’t get anywhere in NJ without
a car. In NYC, I could just take a MTA bus
and go pretty much anywhere.”
Freshman Vidya Akavoor, who also
moved from NYC, agreed. She misses “being
able to walk around anywhere, using the
public transportation and being surrounded
by people and liveliness.” Before moving,
she had a “strange notion that the people
here would be more rural, but the people
in both places are pretty much the same.”
Similarly,.Courteney said that she missed
New York because “you become attached
to the place you
grew up in. NYC is
especially like that
because it’s such an
easy place to live.”
Moving
from
one
town
to
another can be
difficult, but the
culture shock of
moving to another
country is even
more disconcerting. Junior Angie
Liu, who recently
transferred from
Shanghai
to
Edison, described
her old school: “It’s
in China, so almost everything is different,”
she said. “In Shanghai, school is twelve hours,
and, instead of having many different tests,
we have eight big tests throughout the year.”
While most of the other students I talked
to said that JP was relatively tough, Angie
disagreed. “Shanghai had a really intensive
math program and a class hierarchy system.
Also, the people were straightforward and
rather blunt. The level of competition is
comparable, but I still think the competition
at my old school was a bit more intense.” She
also mentioned that she missed her friends,
the food, karaoke places, and having an
optional gym class.
As students, many of us have grown
to love Edison for its livability and have
become accustomed to its quirks. We take
for granted its diverse demographics and its
numerous Cash and Carries. But sometimes
we need to step back and look at Edison
from a stranger’s eyes: the norm for us isn’t
the norm for everyone else.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF A PEP RALLY?

By TANYA BALARAJU, sophomore
ARE YOU a classic JP student? Add the
number values of your answer choices and
read the results to find out.
HOW MANY HOURS OF SLEEP DO YOU GET
ON A NORMAL WEEKNIGHT?

1) A great way to build school spirit!
2) Screaming at the top of your lungs every
once in a while when you spot a friend.
3) A nice way to miss the last two periods
of the day and scream loudly once or twice.
WHEN SOMEONE OFFERS YOU A
CHOCOLATE BAR, YOU RESPOND WITH...

1) Seven or more: you’re always bright and
bursting with energy!
2) Five to six: it could be worse.
3) Four or less: these textbooks double as
pillows.

1) “No, thanks. I’m going to get fat.”
2) “Um, how much is it?”
3) “No thanks; I already bought a bar at
lunch... Do you have crispy?”

SOMEONE YELLS “GO EAGLES!” AS YOU
PASS THEM IN THE HALLWAY. WHAT ARE
YOUR THOUGHTS?

WHAT IS THE HIGHLIGHT OF WATCHING
TALENT SHOWS AND COMPETITIONS AT
SCHOOL?

1) “Yeah, go Eagles!”
2) You don’t really care, or you support
another team.
3) “I wonder if we’re running outside in
gym today...”

1) Cheering on your friends!
2) The intermission. You love buying Sun
Chips.
3) Watching the administration goof off
on stage.

YOUR SCHOOL YEAR
INCOMPLETE WITHOUT…

WOULD

BE

1) A food fight.
2) A snow day (even if the snow were only
an inch deep).
3) An all-new senior prank at the end of
the year.
YOU HEAR THAT YOUR SCHOOL BAND,
ORCHESTRA, AND CHOIR HAVE EACH WON
A MAJOR NATIONAL COMPETITION. HOW
DO YOU REACT?

1) “Oh my gosh, really?!”
2) “That’s great.”
3) “Again?”
THE LAST TIME YOU WENT TO NEW YORK
CITY, YOU…

1) Went shopping and sightseeing all day. It
was awesome!
2) Visited some museums, attractions, and
exhibitions, visited family, and/or did some
shopping.
3) Posed with a giant letter “A”, pictures
of your favorite national leaders, or a copy
of your US History textbook and took
photographs at various historical locations
for extra credit.
HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU BEEN INJURED BY
SCHOOL SUPPLIES?

1) Never, or don’t remember.
2) Not too often, but maybe once.
3) Your arm has been repeatedly scarred by
someone else’s binder or book.

IT’S EARLY JUNE. WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND?

1) Your upcoming summer: traveling,
chilling, and hanging out with friends!
2) Sleeping for more than 6 hours a night.
3) Final exams… if only you had paid more
attention in February.
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IF YOU WERE TOLD
THAT THE HALLS WOULD BE “SWEPT”
BEFORE THIRD PERIOD?

1) “Why didn’t they do it before school
started?”
2) “Somebody probably spilled something
again.”
3) “What?! I have Health in 141C that
period!”
WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN DYING TO READ
LATELY?

1) ...read?
2) The latest installment of your favorite
series or magazine.
3) This newspaper, of course!
IF YOUR SCORE IS…

12 to 20 points: You’re a true Stevens rebel.
Like it or not, you barely resemble the JP
student archetype.
21 to 28 points: You walk the line between the
extremes. You are not a typical JP student,
but you have what it takes to become one,
if you so desire.
29 to 36 points: You are as “JP” as it gets.
For better or for worse, you exemplify the
essence of this school.

Senior advice: letters to the past
By STEPHANIE TSAI, columnist

“Dear
9th grade
me, don’t join
20 clubs.”
—Kripa Rajan
“Dear 9th grade me, here is
some good fashion advice for
the rest of high school: dress like
Mr. Cantalupo.” —Ryan Szemple
“Dear 9th grade me, do your
homework. It’ll help you a lot.”
—Aseem Sharan

IT’S THAT

time of the year
again. College applications are
done, transcripts and mid-year reports
have been sent, and seniors are once
again the envy of the school. It is now
our turn to sit back, relax, and watch the
juniors struggle with their summer program
deadlines, SATs, and clubs. But don’t worry.
We seniors are here to help. Before we cross
the second-semester threshold — before we
disappear into an abyss of parties and movies
— we would like to impart some knowledge
to our struggling underclassmen. After
all, we have a good idea of how high
school works, and we hope you can avoid
making the same mistakes we made.
Below is a list of what we wish
we had told our younger
selves:

“Dear 9th
grade me, please don’t slack
off this year because it will
haunt you when college apps
come around.” —Julia Thomas
“Dear 9th grade me, people don’t
take it seriously, but freshman
year does matter.”
—Brenda Elfvengren
“Dear 9th grade me, respect
everyone. You don’t know
their background or where
they’re from.”
—Alex Moskal

“Dear 9th
grade me, be more
enthusiastic and take
your classes seriously.”
“Dear 9th grade me,
—Anita Chitnis
please don’t derp so hard
“Dear 9th grade me, don’t fall
in Biology. You’ll regret its
for the swimming-pool-oninhumane slaughter of your GPA. I
the-roof joke.”
promise.” —Daniel Wang
—Maxine Wagenhoffer
“Dear 10th grade me, get your elective
“Dear 9th grade me, don’t
requirements out of the way.” —Julie Burg
be afraid to speak your
“Dear 10th grade me, stay out of trouble.
mind and talk to new
Don’t do stupid things.” —Jasdeep Buttar
people. High school
“Dear 10th grade me, stop wearing
is much more fun
those hideous jeans.”
that way.” —Karthik
—Robert DeVico
Ramakrishnan

If you really knew me…
By SHERILYN MORSE, sophomore

TELLING A SECRET is like opening Pandora’s Box. Once you pry it open, you unleash your demons, your
dreams, and — buried at the bottom — your fragile hopes. Secrets are as different as the people who reveal
them, and once spoken, secrets change the people who hear them. We asked JP students to anonymously
complete the sentence “If you really knew me, you would know that…” You may find your classmates
more interesting, quirky, and courageous and more similar to you than you think.

on lone:

…when I was nine, I tried to attach my dog's leash
to my bike to have him pull me. I ended up with a
cast.
…instead of browsing Facebook or watching
YouTube constantly, I actually waste a lot of time
playing Minesweeper.
…I like to play Tetris. Come at me, tetrisfriends.com!
…my biggest pet peeve is you're vs. your and there
vs. their vs. they're.

…I’m completely falling for my
best friend.
…I’m bisexual.
…I’m gay and proud.
…I'm questioning my sexuality and
I really don't know what to do.
…all I really want is to receive
affection from someone I can truly
love.

…I’m insecure. I may seem bubbly and talkative, but I’m always wondering if people are annoyed by me.
…I am very self-conscious of how I look. Sometimes, it takes me at least a good ten minutes to choose what I'm
going to wear for school if I don't plan it out the night before.
…deep down, I crave everyone’s approval.
…I have problems trusting people.
…I’m a size 00, but I always feel fat.
…People treat me so badly. When they say something to me like “You’re fat” or “You have a weird nose,” it gets
me. I never know if they are saying it sarcastically or not, because these people are supposed to be my friends. I
just go home and cry.
…I hate Harry from Harry Potter. Sure, he saved the Wizarding World from Voldemort, but he can be such an
idiot sometimes.
…my definition of staying up late is watching “Pretty Little Liars” and “The Lying Game” until 3 AM.
…I really love to blast Lady Gaga music and dance in my pajamas.
…I am unflaggingly and unfailingly in love with Kina Grannis. She's too amazing!
…I love to sing songs by Beyoncé and Christina Aguilera when I’m home alone, though I can't hit ANY of those
high notes and I sound like a screeching bird.
…I set fire to the rain.

on school:

on pop culture: on the serious:

on the odd:

“IF YOU REALLY KNEW ME, YOU WOULD KNOW THAT…

…the prospect of life after college terrifies me.
… I can’t talk right now; I have Algebra II.
…sometimes I still count on my fingers for math
problems. #proud
…not all Asians get A's and go to Harvard, Yale,
or Princeton.
…I would love to talk about interesting things, like
ideas, books, the world around us, and things that
we learn in class; to ask questions in earnest; and
to be challenged on my thinking. I care a lot, and
I'm sure that there are people reading this who
care as much as I do. Where are you?
…even though I quit orchestra, I really enjoy
playing the violin.
…I am impressive on paper, but I fail to deliver in
person.
…I want high school to be over, but I'm afraid of
growing up.

These secrets could have been written by anyone: the quiet girl sitting in the back of homeroom, the funny kid goofing off in gym, the smart kid asking questions in the front row,
your friend, your best friend, or maybe even you. That’s their real beauty. Whether it be one student’s worrying about Algebra II, another student’s falling for his or her best friend, or
another’s distaste for Harry Potter, secrets embody who we really are: both our deepest insecurities and our natural flippancy. No matter where you fall, you know you’re not alone.

“Dear 11th grade
me, don’t stay up to 1 AM watching shows
on Hulu.” —Christine Geeng
“Dear 11th grade me, don’t change
yourself for anyone. You don’t need
any boy in your life to be happy.
In fact, you don’t need anyone
in your life who doesn’t
need you there just as
much.”
—Roshni Patel

“Dear 10th grade
me, start studying for the
SAT now or else you’ll fail.”
—Sanjana Prakash
“Dear 10th grade me, don’t get
too excited that freshman year is
over. You still have three more
years to go!” —Katy Sun
“Dear 10th grade me, high
school is all about balance.
Work hard, play hard.”
—Stephanie Tsai

“Dear 11th grade me,
I know you think that you
“Dear
must load up on as many AP
10th grade me,
classes as you can for next
get bigger and
year, but you should only take
more muscular.”
the classes that you truly like.
—Jack Barnes
Trust me, as a second-semester
“Dear 11th grade me, get sleep
senior, you do not want to be
because you’re going to need it.”
stuck in classes that do not
—Maxine Wagenhoffer
interest you.”
“Dear 11th grade me, don’t
—Alekhya Jonnalagedda
procrastinate at all. Everyone does it, but
it’ll get to you in the end.”
—Nick Quaglieri

While our advice may seem
overwhelming and dramatic (you
will not fail if you start SAT
studying in junior year), it will
steer you in the right direction.
We’ve been there, done that.
We know you’re probably
stressed, tired, and fed up right
now with all the schoolwork
and obligations. But for every
moment spent in distress, there
are three more moments of
laughter as you run in circles in
gym, hang out with your friends
after school, and meet new
people in classes and at events. It
may seem tough now, but you will
get through it, and soon, you too
will be a wise senior.

Centerfold drawn by DENNIS ZHANG, sophomore

Bad college interviews
By SANJANA PRAKASH, senior

THE BEGINNING of senior year is a chaotic, stressful time. As we fill out a slew of college applications, teachers continue
to bombard us with a mountain of homework. Add to that the remaining 10% of the college process: the shudder-inducing
college interview. What questions should I ask the interviewer? What questions will be thrown at us? “If you could invite
three people, living or dead, to lunch, who would you invite and why? If you were a bicycle, what part would you be? If your
life had a theme song, what would it be?” Most importantly, how do we make ourselves stand out to the interviewer, who has
probably already met tens, maybe hundreds of students who are equally qualified? The interview is indeed a nerve-wracking
experience, one that may easily go downhill. We have gathered a compilation of interview tidbits that did not go as planned:

My college interviewer tried to shoot me down
each time I said something. He would either
respond with a nod, a critique, or a “Why? Explain
your answer.” He also cursed every three minutes.
—Stephanie Tsai

On my interview date, I foolishly left for that Starbucks interview
site without my cell phone. However, it turned out I went to the wrong
Starbucks, and I ended up arriving 30 minutes late. Once I arrived, I found
out that my interviewer and I both played the euphonium and she quickly
let my lateness slide!
—Eric Qian

I was nervous about making a good impression, but it turned out that I would have no
chance to make an impression at all. After a stunningly fast introduction (name, college,
graduation year) he talked incessantly for the next hour or so while I attempted to interrupt
his monologue. Then he laughed, wished me the best of luck, and walked me out of Panera.
—Maxine Chan

My interview at a lawyer’s house felt more like an interrogation than a
conversation. She mostly asked questions and took notes. Meanwhile, her
son was in the living room playing “Call of Duty” and making all kinds of
noises, which made the experience even more awkward.
—Monika Masanam

How do you tell your interviewer to hurry up? Imagine: three weeks go by, seven emails are sent,
and zero emails are received. It seemed that my interviewer had forgotten and abandoned me. I
picked up the phone to call him, but what would I have said? “My college career is in your hands,
and you’re wrecking it”? I picked up the phone to hear him say, “Oh... hey, I totally forgot about the
interview. You should have emailed me.”
—Keerthan Harish

One of my interviewers was a nice but persnickety man who had
graduated from his college in the 1950s. He was an MBA, so we spent half
an hour discussing not me, him, or the college, but the cashflow, debt, and
accounting standards of my family business.
—Katherine Ye

Being none the wiser, I chose to sit behind the largest wall divider in the entire café to wait for
her arrival. When I stood up to greet her, I admitted that this was my first interview, and she, equally
nervous, admitted that this was her first time interviewing as well. We sat down simultaneously, she
without taking off her backpack, and I bundled up to the nose with jacket and scarf. We “talked” for
less than fifteen minutes before hitting a dead and awkward silence.
—Maxine Chan

The college interview is one of the most cringe-worthy components of
the college application process because, as you can see, anything can go
wrong. In fact, something will go wrong: the interview may be too short,
too informal, or too awkward; you could be late, the interviewer could be
late, or... the interviewer’s son could be in the living room playing “Call of
Duty.” But it’s okay; just keep calm and carry on.
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An Olympian effort
By ARIHANT SETH, sophomore
THE JP SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
team
concluded their season with a win at the
State competition. This competition, held at
Middlesex County College, challenged the
members to apply their skills to a variety of
events. Though the Science Olympiad team
was only in its fourth year, it brought home
a fourth place trophy.
Sophomore Kaamya Varagur said, “Both
of my events were challenging, and on
completely different topics. All my studying
and lack of sleep definitely paid off in
the end, because, along with my amazing
partners, I placed in both events and won
first place in ‘Microbe Mission’ with my
partner Pathik Shah.”
Meanwhile, senior John Su and freshman
Casey He clinched the state title in the
“Towers” event. Their 8.1-gram tower held
12 kilograms, about 1714 times its own mass.
JP Stevens also earned medals in
nine other events. “Watching this team
prepare continuously for the past month
under Gautam and John's leadership was

impressive. They showed so much focus,
motivation and support for each other,” said
Ms. Sams. “Taking the fourth place trophy
was a great reward for the entire team!”
Team members started preparing early on,
meeting several times in the weeks before the
competition. Co-captain Gautam Gunjala
recalled, “Meetings in the library weren’t the
best environment for preparation, but they
did bring us together and kept the upcoming
competition fresh in our minds.”
The team also remained persistent. Said
senior Pathik Shah, “Science Olympiad is,
above all, a team effort. Luckily, the team
had a great rapport, complete with matching
t-shirts. This energy paid off with an
outstanding showing at States. It's hard to
believe that we were so close to qualifying
for Nationals."
Looking to the future of JP Science
Olympiad, co-captain John Su predicted,
“Even though we've climbed astronomically
up the Science Olympiad totem pole, there
is still much to do if we want to make it to
Nationals. We should remember that hard
work will always pay off in the end.”

Harvard MUN, contd.
once again why I do Model UN: the lasting
friendships, steamy dances, all-nighters of
research and resolution writing, and most
importantly, the JPSMUN camaraderie.” All
of the JPSMUN delegates who attended
the conference had a trying but exhilarating
time. Says sophomore Rohan Anthony,
“HMUN has been such a great experience
for me: the people, the dance, and the food
especially, made it all worthwhile.” Seniors
Nishant Gidvani and Ankur Choksi both
only had one comment: “We really enjoyed
the delegate dance.”

the former seeming disoriented and the
latter yelling, “It’s my second year!” VicePresident Pathik Shah commented, “Props
to the entire club for transforming our vision
for the club into reality. I’d also like to thank
Mr. White and Dr. Geis, our club advisors
who have sacrificed countless hours working
with us.” Corresponding Secretary Parth
Shingala further commented, “JPSMUN’s
win at Harvard Model UN marked a
transformation in the club’s storied legacy.
Every delegate should be commended on
his or her performance.” President Shashwat
Chugh extended these sentiments: “We
achieved something truly special here. It’s a
victory — and a performance — that won’t
soon be forgotten.”

Key Club Masquer(aid)e

ABHISHEK MUKHERJEE

Juniors Akriti Nagpal, Drishti Chhabria, Neha Nehete, and Nikhila Manchikanti pose for a
picture while handing out masks during the dance.
By MATT LEE, junior
KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL, the parent
organization of Key Club International, is
currently fighting to eradicate maternal and
neonatal tetanus through a program known
as “The Eliminate Project.” The Project
seeks to eliminate MNT from third world
countries by 2015 by immunizing over 100
million mothers and their children. Most
recently, the movement manifested itself in
one of the JP Stevens Key Club chapter’s
biggest events of the year: the Key Club
Masquerade Dance on March 2.
Key Clubbers had spent countless
hours preparing for the charitable event,
attempting to make it not only a profitable
fundraiser but a social success as well. Their
determination clearly paid off in the form
of ornate decorations lining the room: from
poles of light bordering the dance floor
to tables of masks and food to a showy
photography hall, the school cafeteria
was unrecognizable in its new nightclub
garb. Junior Dimple Gandhi commented,
“The decorations were incredibly creative,
especially the lighted silhouettes.” But even
so, the adornments were still second to the

dancing. As a DJ kept the crowd moving
throughout the night, participants clutched
feathery Key-Club-designed masks and
rocked away. Junior Somak Ghosh fondly
recalled his experience: “It was hard to
recognize people in the dark, but as soon as
the music got going, it was all dancing and
the masks came off!”
The masquerade was a new type of event,
as all the students attending were awarded
both National Honor Society points for
themselves and Battle of the Classes points
for their respective grades. Notably, more than
forty NHS members effectively executed the
set-up of the cafeteria with the direction of
juniors President Drishti Chhabria and VicePresident Akriti Nagpal. “I went for the fun
and dancing, but class points and helping out
the cause were definitely a plus,” said junior
Jasmine Cheung. “I hope it helped make a
difference in fighting MNT.”
By the end of an enjoyable and exciting
evening, the Key Club had raised almost a
thousand dollars for Kiwanis International’s
cause. Ultimately, whether the event was for
the dancing and fun or for the humanitarian
project, students partied the night away at
Key Club’s Masquerade Ball.

The search for Mr. JPS, contd.

SOMAK GHOSH

From left to right, senior Shashwat Chugh,
the HMUN plaque, and senior Pathik Shah
display themselves proudly.

By the conference’s end, the hard work of
the delegates yielded impressive dividends.
Through the perseverance of the JPSMUN
delegates, a staggering fourteen awards
were won at the conference, with many of
those being the Best Delegate award. That
outstanding 85% win rate saw JPSMUN
secure the illustrious Best Large Delegation
award, no small accomplishment for a
student-run club that receives little funding.
Outstanding Delegate awards were given
to Matt Lee, Somak Ghosh, Smit Acharya,
Avinash Saraf, and Parth Shingala. These
juniors all represented Russia.
Best Delegate awards were awarded
to Pathik Shah, Gabe Sturzoiu, Shashwat
Chugh, Arjun Arora, Nishant Gidvani,
Aparna Govindan, Jullian Bao, Rittik Rao,
Andrew Liou, and Neil Bhavsar. Vishal
Bailoor, when questioned about the awards
haul, responded simply: “I was blown away.”
The JPSMUN team marked its
achievement with an enthusiastic postawards ceremony celebration that was
featured on Model UN blog BestDelegate.
com. Seniors Pathik Shah and Tarnjit Singh
are prominently displayed in the video, with

with each passing month as the show
continued onto the next clothing event:
“sleepwear.”
Styles ranging from homemade fleece
to pink Snuggies to Spongebob pants were
accompanied by the occasional plush teddy
bear, blanket, and even a Model UN gavel
(#YOLO). Other notable pajamas included
senior Andrew Noh’s fluffy cotton sheep
outfit and junior John Maxham’s Cookie
Monster Snuggie.
The “swimwear” portion garnered an
enthusiastic response as the candidates
appeared in swimming trunks. Highlights
included a pirate-garbed Joey Addeo and the
heroics of lifeguard Ryan Szemple.
The talent category showcased each
candidate’s uniqueness and creativity. Mr.
January, senior Alex Moskal, featured a
nature documentary themed video in which
his characteristic mullet was a “living and
vile creature which must be found and
captured.” It signaled more hilarity to come.
Mr. February, senior David Shah, followed
a lip-syncing mash-up with an epic dance
battle against assistant principal Mr. Harris
to LMFAO’s popular song “I’m Sexy and
I Know It.” Mr. Harris later commented,
“I certainly enjoyed my cameo at Mr. JPS.
David had a truly creative idea and the
audience seemed to get a kick out of our
‘dance-off.’ I’m just disappointed he used his
friends for the break dancing section of his
act — I have one mean head-spin!”
Ryan Szemple performed an energetic
freestyle dance to songs including “Whip My
Hair” by Willow Smith. “Despite my initial
anexiety, performing with eleven other guys
kept me focused and allowed me to perform

at my best,” Ryan commented.
Following Ryan, Mr. May (Andrew Noh)
broke out his guitar and sang a unique mix of
various tunes, including the Pokémon theme
song and “Tangled’”s “I See the Light.”
Andrew’s exceptional acoustic performance,
well-received by the audience, had “caught
them all,” as put by the hostesses.
Mr. June, John Maxham, a talented
vocalist, performed a cover of “Sunday
Morning,” accompanied by sophomore
Ben Chen on the guitar. After a sonorous
performance, John paid his dues to both
his partner and the crowd: “Ben did a great
job of getting ready, seeing as we practiced
together only once before the day of the
competition.” John stated, “I felt nervous at
first but the amazing atmopshere quickly put
me at ease.”
Mr. October, senior Chad Baluch,
began his performance with a stop-motion
“flipbook” style video. It segued into a duet
with senior Lauren Ojeda that tugged at the
audience’s hearts, and ended fittingly with a
prom proposal. “Like everyone else, I had
my fair share of anxiety walking in. Once
we got on stage, everything gelled. Every
performer had a phenomenal stage presence
as well,” reflected Chad. “All the pieces fell
right into place for me; my act and prom
proposal all went according to plan.”
The next performance brought a twist
in music as Mr. November, senior Tarnjit
Singh, danced to “Bhangra Rock,” a mashup of contemporary songs fused with
Indian influences. Tarnjit also invited Ms.
Pawlikowski to dance the Bhangra onstage
with him. The upbeat music, and the
principal’s suprising cameo, further roused

the crowd.
Ricky Mitra, though in a wheelchair,
was able to wrap up the talent portion by
gathering his wrestling team to dance to “Hey
Ricky.” Other outstanding performances
included Joey Addeo’s real-life Temple Run
reenactment accompanied by sound effects
and evil monkey puppets, senior Jovan
Sekhon’s professional rapping video, and
senior Kevin Wysoczynski’s midget dance
act. The acts, all of which incorporated skill
and panache, were the highlight of the show.
While they waited for the judges to make
their final decisions, the twelve men, decked
out in tuxedos and ties, were escorted
onstage to a question and answer session.
Mrs. Zektzer, one of the judges, commented
that the interview questions are always her
favorite part of the show. “Each year brings
different guys with different personalities,
and, this year, we all have truly become a
family working so closely together.”
The results: Mr. Muscles, decided by the
audience, was awarded to Trevor Yelencsics,
and Mr. Congeniality was awarded to Chad
Baluch.
After applause for the candidates
subsided, the two detectives were finally
able to find the true Mr. JPS. They proudly
revealed the winner of this year’s Mr. JPS: Mr.
April, Ryan Szemple. He later commented,
“It was a crazy process to prepare for two
weeks with my fellow Mr. JPS candidates
and to ultimately put on the show. To have
an enthusiastic audience was what made it
such an incredible night as well. Thank you
to everyone who came and supported me;
it was one of the most amazing experiences
of my life.”
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INK!blot: an art odyssey Tired yet? FCCLA isn’t
By ANU SREEDHAR, sophomore

PAULINA LEE

Inside a Chinese dragon, freshmen Paulina Lee and Isabel Li shuffle to the popular “Party
Rock Anthem” by LMFAO. Paulina’s father accompanied them on the drum.
By PAULINA LEE, freshman
ON A RAINY Wednesday night, the school

cafeteria lit up with performances and music
during the annual INK!blot event hosted by
INK!, the literary magazine. The audience
sat in the Greek-themed cafeteria amidst
statues of Greek legend, including mythic
figures of Ancient Greece such as Hercules,
Medusa, and the Hydra. Also featured were
marble columns, statues of beautiful Greek
muses, and humorous face cut-outs that the
audience themselves had the opportunity to
wear.
On the day of the event, after the crowd
had arrived and settled in, the two seniors
and co-editors-in-chief of INK!, Kelly
Gonsalves and Shivani Ishwar, began by
introducing themselves and thanking all of
the students for coming. The first performer
of the night, Kelly Gonsalves, kicked off the
event by reading a poem.
Afterwards, juniors Nick Lin and Jeanne
Sung sang a beautiful duet to the audience,
followed by a group of junior girls who
called themselves “Christine and Co.”
dancing to the catchy tune of “The Boys” by
SNSD, a Korean pop group. After Christine
and Co.’s performance, the co-EICs called
for a short intermission to begin preparing
for the next set of performances: an exciting

DANCE THE NIGHT away! The Dance
Marathon, hosted by the JP Stevens Family
Career and Community Leaders of America
(FCCLA), was a memorable night for JP
students as well as families of the Children’s
Miracle Network (CMN), an organization
that raises funds for multiple children’s
hospitals across North America. “It’s the
first time any high school in New Jersey
held a dance marathon, and JP outdid itself,”
exclaimed sophomore Trisha Gugale.
Junior Maxine LeSaux, along with junior
Ruby Kaur and senior Ryan Szemple, spent
countless hours preparing for the event,
meeting up after school and visiting Bristol
Myers Squibb Hospital, a CMN-sponsored
hospital. As the day of the event approached,
the team worked fervently to ensure that
all of the details were in place. The hard
efforts of these students transformed the
ordinary gym into one decked with balloons,
decorative streamers, a tattoo table, and
enticing snacks. The FCCLA members also

contest for the audience members in the
form of a cookie decorating contest.
The show continued while the judges
decided on the first place cookie. Paulina
Lee and Isabel Li, two freshmen, performed
a Chinese lion dance for the INK!blot
audience. During the performance, Paulina
Lee’s father, Oliver Lee, played a large
Chinese drum for the traditional part of
the lion dance. When LMFAO’s “Party
Rock Anthem” started playing, students
were amazed by the spectacle of a shuffling
lion that successfully mixed American pop
culture with traditional Chinese culture.
In the meantime, a new contest ensued.
Contestants at each table needed to work
together to create a catchy headline using the
words in the bags in order to win the mystery
grand prize. The judges, still deliberating
over the ornately decorated cookies, went to
work on the newspaper headlines.
Following a poetry reading by senior
Robert DeVico, the judges announced the
cookie decorating and headline writing
contest winners to an eager audience.
Freshman Isabel Li won the cookie contest
with an adorable turtle cookie. The freshmen
table won the headline contest. with the title
“A Debt Goddess Strikes Target Savings in
Lovers Capital.”
INK! members then decided to hand

over the microphone to the crowd. “Open
mic” time offered the opportunity for any
audience member to simply jump up and
perform on the spot.
Mr. Martinak, one of JP Stevens’
history teachers, led the way with his
witty impersonation of an aging cowboy
reminiscing about his past in a bar. After
Mr. Martinak broke the ice, a succession
of others followed. Many sang and played
the piano, and Afra Trinidad, a freshman,
finished by singing Adele’s “Rolling in the
Deep.”
Gradually, as the event drew to a
close, students began to file out of the
cafeteria. Kelly Gonsalves, satisfied at the
event’s undeniable success, summed up
it’s importance: “INK!blot is one of those
great events where people who love art in
all its forms can gather together and simply
express themselves. I honestly do not think
that there is any other event at school like
it, where audience members are jumping out
of their seats to spontaneously perform live.
The energy tonight was incredible.”
Mr. Martinak followed up: “The INK!blot
event was great — fabulous! I couldn’t
believe that there weren’t more people there.
I had a great time!” Judging by the faces
and overflowing praise, so did just about
everybody else.

sequins, feathers, and construction paper for
decoration. Junior Monica Shah recounts,
“I thought the mask-making contest was
fun and it reminded me of the ‘arts-andcraft’ days of elementary school.” At the
same time, the limbo contest attracted many
participants and inevitably distinguished the
flexible from the not-so-flexible. The limbo
contest, as well as the relay contest, provided
additional activities to entertain many of the
participants.
However, these friendly contests were
not the only aspects that governed the
Mardi Gras Celebration. The FHS offered
face-painting as well as a variety of French
provisions. In fact, many were impressed by
the variety of French foods available. While
there were no escargot, foie gras, or cuisses de
grenouilles (snails, goose liver spread, and frog
legs), there were croissants, cream puffs,
and crêpes as well as the traditional American
fare consisting of pizza, pretzels, and cheese
balls.

Co-Mistress of Ceremonies, junior
Susmitha Ganagoni, recounted, “Although
the event didn’t attract many non-FHS
members, the people who did come
definitely seemed to enjoy themselves.
With all the contests and activities, the
event turned out fun and successful.”

Bon appetit! A Tuesday of epic proportions
By SUHASINI NEELAM, junior
POLISHED BEADS OF gold, green and
purple, outrageous masks outfitted with
strikingly colorful feathers, and glitter galore:
in short, Mardi Gras. The JP Stevens French
Honor Society (FHS) hosted its Mardi Gras
Celebration on Tuesday, February 21, by
offering an assortment of delicious French
food and face-painting activities as well as
cupcake, mask-making, and limbo contests.
In the culinary competition, cupcake
connoisseurs showed off their talent by
skillfully wielding the colorful icing, variety
of toppings, and flavored cupcakes. The
many cupcake categories included “Most
French,” “Most Creative,” and “Tallest
Cupcake.” Although the cupcake contest
was a hit, the mask-making contest proved
to be even more successful, especially with
budding artists who were able to craft the
masks emblematic of Mardi Gras. Cutout
masks were provided along with glitter,
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Senior Rose Gao has an elegant swirl
design painted above her eyes.
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prepared routines to a mashup of popular
music by the Black Eyed Peas, Shakira, and
Beyonce that were taught during the event.
Throughout the night, each parent of
the CMN community introduced his or her
child. “It was really touching to see such a
heartwarming sight, and the courage those
kids had simply inspired me,” junior Vrinda
Nadkarni described passionately. The
children revealed their life-altering stories
to the audience: Mackenzie and Michael had
been affected by an accident that left them
with severe brain damage, young Ariana had
been hit by an arrow through her forehead,
and 21-year-old Kenny was born with
cerebral palsy.
By the end of the night, FCCLA had
reached its goal and raised over a thousand
dollars for the cause. Delighted at the
participant outcome, LeSaux commented,
“I can honestly say that I was impressed
by the maturity and the empathy of all the
attendees. We hope to host the event again
next year, raise even more money, and
involve more of the student body.”

“Putnam,” contd.
senior Brittany Hoops, Rosa introduces
the six spellers — Leaf Coneybear,
Chip Tolentino, Marcy Park, Olive
Ostrovsky, William Barfée, and Logainne
SchwartzandGrubenniere.
Each
child
recieves tenuous support from his or her
family: Leaf ’s siblings do not believe he can
win; Marcy is forever “meeting expectations”:
Olive’s parents do not watch her perform in
the Bee; and Logainne’s homosexual parents
constantly pressure her to win.
As Act II approaches and several of
the contestants have been eliminated, the
remaining spellers began to get nervous
as they near the championship. Ultimately,
Barfée spells the concluding word,
weltanschauug, and wins the competition. The
central theme, “winning isn’t everything,”
found renewed meaning in these characters’
journeys.
The tryouts for this performance began
in December, but the behind-the-scenes
efforts of the cast, crew, and pit band during
those winter months were extraordinary.
Sophomore Harini Mekala commented, “We
started practicing in January all the way until
the day before Opening night.” A musical
comedy, “The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee” formerly won two Tony
Awards in 2005 for Best Book of a Musical
and Best Featured Actor. Chief coordinator
Mrs. Rich worked with the students to bring
to JP a performance that would do justice
to the fantastic original. President of the
JPS Theatre Company, senior Sean Brown,
declared, “All the work was worthwhile.
Unlike many of the other plays performed
here, this one is full of humor, and it was a
great way to take my final bow at JP. Being
part of this production and the Company
was just wonderful.”
Likewise, Brittany Hoops performed her
eighth and final show on the JPS stage. As
the theater company waves goodbye to its
talented actress, it welcomes a new rising
star: freshman Aaron Penzel, also known
as William Barfée (“it’s Bar-FAY”). Special
regards go to Jesse Herman (Leaf), Daniel
Decker (Chip), Alexandra Afendoulis
(Marcy), and Danielle Sall (Logainne) for
their spectacular performances as the
spellers. Senior Sam Zhang, a clarinet player
in the pit band, summed up the performance
in one word: “Spectacular.”
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Chillin’ with Coach McMillin
By RANGASRI RAMJI, junior
AFTER A SUCCESSFUL fall and winter

season, the JP Stevens track and field
team continues its run of success into the
beginning of spring. Hawkeye caught
up with new girls’ coach Janine
McMillin for a few questions about
her inspirations, goals, and personal
experience.
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old guy — probably old enough to be my
grandfather — passes me. As he passes me,
he goes, “Keep it up!”, like his words were
providing some sort of emotional support
for me. I was simply humiliated!

MCMILLIN: Sometimes, if the enthusiasm

is waning, I shake up the workouts to make
things more interesting. Or I throw in some
type of competition during practice to raise
the motivation levels. But overall, the girls
encourage each other when things
are bad, and they celebrate with each
other when things go right.

QUESTION: What inspired you to
become the track coach?
MCMILLIN: Honestly, I was never a
track runner. I played field hockey,
basketball, and lacrosse in high school.
I then entered college with a four-year
field hockey scholarship and simply
loved it. After college hockey was
over, I began to run. I ran a marathon
during my senior year of college, and
have been running ever since. Soon,
I realized that I’ve always loved to
mentor others, so I decided to take the
opportunity to join the track coaching
staff. I’m very happy to work with
such an amazing group of young
ladies. Hardworking and dedicated,
IVANA MARSON
they’re the reason I’m grateful that I
chose to do what I do.
Junior Alyssa Miller executes a flawless hurdle, starting

QUESTION: Which team members
have improved the most?
MCMILLIN: I’ve worked some with
very committed girls. All of them have
improved in some way. However, the
one that has substantially improved is
senior Kristie Fan. She has grown into
a determined runner and excelled in
every event in which she participated.
I have seen her accomplish so much
during this past year, and I am excited
to see her improve even further
throughout the spring season.
QUESTION: How do senior captains

Kristie Fan and Sarah Chang
encourage the other runners?
MCMILLIN: The seniors lead the team
and organize every aspect of our
practices, making sure that we are
focused. The leaders are great role
off another fierce track season with new coach Janine models! They hike up the spirit and
motivation.
QUESTION: What is your goal for the McMillin on board.
spring season of 2012?
QUESTION: What are your personal records QUESTION: What do you love most about
MCMILLIN: For the spring season, my goal
being part of the JP track family?
is to push the returning varsity athletes to and achievements in the sport?
expand their horizons and set new personal MCMILLIN: My personal record for the mile MCMILLIN: This is my first year coaching all
records for themselves. I’m also eager to is 6:05, and I ran a four-and-a-half hour three seasons of track. Part of the reason
train them so that more athletes place in the marathon. I never did track in high school I enjoy my job is because of the coaches
or college, but I did make the National Field with whom I have had the opportunity of
county championship.
Hockey team in 2006. That has always been working. Coach Allen and Coach Martinez
do an amazing job managing the group, and
QUESTION:
What was your most one of my life’s major accomplishments.
it is very easy to work alongside them. They
embarrassing moment during a marathon?
MCMILLIN: Well, I was running a marathon, QUESTION: How do you keep the team support me by going above and beyond to
assist me as well as the rest of the team.
and I was doing just fine. Suddenly, this going during bad times?

Let’s play a love-game
something any serious player can relate to,
By RAVI AGRAWAL, sophomore
but my personal memories of the team will
A RALLY HAS MORE shades and degrees
be ones I keep for the rest of my life.”
than the eye can capture. Every ball in a
On a larger scale, JP has much to focus
rally leaves
on for this
the player’s
spring season:
strings with
retaining
purpose;
second place
though that
in
both
purpose
the JV and
may result in
Varsity GMC
failure, the
tournament.
JP Stevens
Setting her
boys tennis
season goals
team finds a
high
from
way to make
the
onset,
that purpose
Coach Pisano
work to its
asserts, “Our
advantage.
goal is to win
In
this
the GMCs.
upcoming
This could
season,
JP
be a difficult
retains four
task, because
seniors who
rival South
have
all
Br unswick
played
for
NARAYAN KOVIL has a slight
four straight
advantage,
Senior Karthik Ramakrishnan, our very own sports editor,
years:
Ajit
but I love
likes long walks on the tennis court. He would also like to
Bopalkar,
the challenge
extend a cordial prom invitation to senior Aparna Govindan!
N e i l
and
know
Nadpara, Karthik Ramakrishnan, and I have the team talent to win it.” She also
Aniruddh Guru. Mrs. Pisano said each commented on the improvement JP needs:
player’s individual growth — in terms of “We need more depth in the doubles, more
attitude, game, and sportsmanship — is aggressiveness at the net, big serves, and
remarkable and a feat worthy of praise. In serve and volley tactics. Practice is the only
the words of last year’s first singles player avenue to reach these skills that the best
Ajit Bopalkar: “My feelings have changed players have. Last year we were 2nd in the
drastically throughout the course of the last Red Division, with a 15—4 record.” JP’s
four years. At first, I was the one learning boys’ tennis team looks forward to a great
from the seniors, but now I am the senior. season, one filled with success and victories
The indescribable feeling tennis elicits is that could propel it to the State Tournament.

JP speaks!
By ANISH KADAKUNTLA, junior
HAWKEYE SURVEYED JP students on their
opinions on national sports. Here are the
results:
QUESTION: Who do you think is the most
successful athlete of all time?
Michael Jordan: 34%
Bill Russell: 20%
Roger Federer: 20%
Tom Brady: 13%
Kobe Bryant: 13%
QUESTION: Who is your favorite athlete

today?
Rafael Nadal: 21%
Andy Roddick: 16%
Eli Manning: 16%
Tom Brady: 16%
Paul Pierce: 10.33%
Michael Jordan: 10.33%
Dwyane Wade: 10.33%

QUESTION: What do you think is the greatest
sports moment of all time?
Giants beat Patriots, Super Bowl XLII: 55%
Celtics win the 2008 Finals: 27%
Patriots win third Super Bowl: 18%
QUESTION: Which sport do you think is

America’s pastime?
Basketball: 53%
Football: 26%
Baseball: 21%

QUESTION: Which sport do you follow the
most?
Basketball: 51%
Football: 31%
Baseball: 18%

Blanco to bat
By GURNOOR TUCKER, sophomore
BASEBALL IS A LIFESTYLE: players step
up to the plate, keeping the batting cages
full both during and outside of the baseball
season. Members of the JP baseball team
strive to remain close to the game yearround, as exemplified by senior Andrew
Blanco. Blanco joined the varsity baseball
team in his sophomore year, and he enters
this season as captain of the JP squad.
QUESTION: What position do you play, and
where do you bat in the lineup? Also, what is
your favorite aspect of the game?
BLANCO: I am mainly a pitcher. Batting is
not my forté, but if I continue to practice
and work hard, I believe I can bat higher in
the lineup. I’m really weird because I throw
righty and bat lefty. The best part of the
game for me? Those nail-biting situations. I
simply thrive in them.
QUESTION: Before captaincy, what was your
role on the team?
BLANCO: Before I was captain, my role was
to tell jokes and make fun of the other team.
Now, as captain, I’m still going to tell jokes
and make fun of the other team, but I will
also motivate everyone and set an example
(and, as usual, look good while doing it).
QUESTION: Do you have any interesting
superstitions?
BLANCO: I am very careful to only play
baseball on days that end in “y.”
QUESTION: What are your aspirations in the
baseball world now that you have reached
the final stages of your high school career?
BLANCO: My aspirations now are to win
every game by 20 and to play baseball in
college.
QUESTION: Yankees or Red Sox?
BLANCO: I like the Pirates. Just kidding, I like

the Yankees.

QUESTION: You’re a professional now, and
the game is down to the final out. Your
team needs a single to knock in the gamewinning run and you’re up to bat. Which
MLB pitcher would you not want to be up
against and why?
BLANCO: Eli Manning. He is a pitcher, right?
QUESTION: We all know you love baseball,
but what is your least favorite aspect of the
game?
BLANCO: When I make errors and embarrass
myself, which, unfortunately, is often.
QUESTION: You’re in the middle of a benchclearing brawl and the two teams are just
going at it. Name anyone you want on your
side to win the brawl, and explain.
BLANCO: I would want Nico Condito, Chris
Miehe, Jasdeep Buttar, and my mom. The
three boys are pretty strong (except for
Jasdeep) and my mom is crazy.
QUESTION: What inspires you to get back
on the field and repeat the same workouts
and practices under the hot sun day after day
during the spring?
BLANCO: The love of the game, honestly.
...And because my dad makes me do it.
QUESTION: What is your most memorable
experience here as a player?
BLANCO: Listening to Coach Ronco make
fun of everyone freshman year.
QUESTION: What do you think about the
steroids issue in the MLB? Should steroid
users have an equal chance at making it into
Cooperstown?
BLANCO: I don’t think about steroids. But if
I did, I would say that it is cheating and they
should all be taken out of Cooperstown.
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Knicks have Lin to win Setting up for success
By PRIYAN GANDHI, sophomore
MR. LINCREDIBLE. Super Lintendo.
Linfinity and Beyond. Surely everyone has
heard of Jeremy Lin by now. People who
did not follow basketball until a few weeks
ago now sport Jeremy Lin apparel and
avidly follow the Knicks: Lin has taken the
basketball world by surprise. A 6’3” point
guard of Taiwanese and Chinese descent,
Lin graduated from Harvard and signed with
the Golden State Warriors as an undrafted
player. He eventually made his way to the
Big Apple, where he played spectacularly
and dazzled audiences. It is hard to believe
the amount of buzz that has arisen over
this second-year player from Palo Alto,
California; he has created an unprecedented
amount of hype.
How did all this hype begin? For starters,
when the Knicks signed Jeremy Lin, they
expected him to be a backup guard that
would play if any of their backcourt
members suffered an injury. However, a
setback to Baron Davis’ return from injury
and a struggling team paved the way for Lin
to enter the rotation. In his first game, Lin
had a career night, scoring 25 points and 7
assists in a win against the Nets. This game
lit the fuse for all the hype to come. In his
first career start two nights later against the
Utah Jazz, Lin scored a career-high 28 points
and was causing pandemonium all over the
globe.
Fans just could not get enough of this
23-year-old who was, against all odds, leading
this team to multiple victories. Traffic on the
New York Knicks’ two websites increased
by more than 770 percent in the two-week
period following Lin’s breakout night. During
this period of Linsanity, sales on the Knicks’
online websites rose four thousand percent.
The amount of buzz that Jeremy Lin has

drawn has been tremendous, comparable to
the level of ongoing hype over the league’s
elite players. But Lin is different because he’s
unpredictable — his name was on everyone’s
lips in less than a week. No one expected an
undrafted athlete to draw the attention of
anyone who was not already preoccupied
with LeBron James or Kevin Durant.
Since Lin started seeing playing time, his
game has improved significantly. He has
built on his ability to find high-percentage
shots, and his playmaking ability has
opened eyes. Lin’s speed, in addition to his
aggressiveness, opens up a wide range of
scoring opportunities throughout the game.
His impressive basketball IQ has also played
a major role in his earning a starting position.
But some aspects of his game still call for
improvement. As seen in the final game
before the All-Star break, against the Miami
Heat, Lin needs to learn to control the ball
more and limit the turnovers; he only scored
eight points on 1-11 shooting and turned the
ball over eight times. The Knicks, like Lin,
have questions to answer. After parting ways
with head coach Mike D’Antoni, the team
looks to prove that it can make a playoff
run with both Carmelo Anthony and Lin in
command.
Is Jeremy Lin the real deal? After showing
off his prowess in his first few games, Lin
may be headed for success. If he works on
certain aspects of his game and focuses
on improving, Lin can solidify his role as
the starting point guard at Madison Square
Garden in coming years. He has come into
the league at a perfect time: the lockout and
the tough schedule of games have left a mark
on the league. If one were to write a movie
script featuring Jeremy Lin and his road to
today, chances are it would not adequately
capture the inspirational story that played
out in February.

By SANA AJANI, sophomore

to trust in the people around me who support
me, to trust in my teammates and coaching
staff, and to trust and believe in myself. As
a freshman, I never would have thought that
I would love this game the way I do now,
and I never imagined that I would be able
to make varsity my junior year. I am proud
of all my fellow
seniors. I love
these guys and
look forward to
a great season
with them.”

THE HAWKS VOLLEYBALL team, one of
the most dominant among JP athletics, is
eager to follow up on their strong season
last spring with an even better one this
year. It looks to build on its outstanding
23–9–0 record in
2011, and Coach
Savulich holds
high hopes for
yet
another
impressive spring
volleyball season.
“This
season
looks
very
promising
for
the boys’ team
behind
senior
captain Marvin
Crawford.”
Coach Cantalupo
has also joined
the staff. Hawkeye
caught up with
three seniors on
the team who
took a look back
at their previous
NARAYAN KOVIL
seasons with the Teammates look on as Ohm Patel, junior, rises for a
volleyball team. spike during one of the squad’s practices. The team

TARNJIT
S I N G H :

“Volleyball was
a great sport
for me to play
at JP. It helped
me make new
friends, while
teaching
me
teamwork and
leadership.
When I look
back, I am
very overcome
by
nostalgia,
thinking about
the
endless
the
is devoted to continuing its successful run over the laughter,
M A R V I N past several seasons.
tearjerking
CRAWFORD:
moments, and
“Volleyball has affected me in many ways on the amazing memories that accompanied
and off the court. I have become close with every road game bus ride.”
members of the team. On the court, we have
to work very hard, but we are still able to
With new leadership, more experience,
enjoy ourselves. I am very glad that I decided and unfaltering chemistry, the volleyball
to play my freshman year.”
team anticipates another thrilling spring.
Marvin, Azaugn, and Tarnjit each look to
AZAUGN TOWNSEND: “Volleyball has cap off their high school volleyball stretch
made me a better person and has taught me on a strong note.

Putting Parikh at par
By ARJUN ARORA, junior
GOLF IS DIFFERENT from other sports
because it revolves around patience and
precision. Golf also features the greatest
amount of independence during the match.
Hawkeye interviewed junior Amul Parikh, a
varsity golfer, about his experiences with
the sport.
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This year’s JP Softball Lady Hawks team is full of versatile players like above junior Ruth
Zimmerman, who is refining her skills behind home plate. Coach Krystle Petty, an alumnus
of JP Stevens and a former All-State pitcher, anticipates another strong season.

QUESTION: Do you ever let impatience get
the best of you when taking critical shots?
If so, how do you counter this?
PARIKH: At times, because that’s just how I
am. I can get very impatient and aggravated
when I don’t hit a critical shot well, but I
just move onto the next hole and try to
create a fresh start for myself.
QUESTION: What made you want to take
part in golf, as a sport, in particular?
PARIKH: I always thought it was a fun sport,
and I knew it would be something I would
enjoy. And it gives me a reason to not waste
my time being a bum when I get home.

NARAYAN KOVIL

Senior Jon Ksiezopolski prepares to defend an incoming fast break. This year’s
boys’ lacrosse squad consists of numerous seniors: captain Alex Moskal, captain Jon
Ksiezopolski, Todd Choi, Brandon Halper, Seth Kaplan, Joe Karpenos, Dipen Patel, Karan
Patel, Bansi Patel, Rushin Shah, Karan Singh, and Kyler Robertson.
On the other end, the girls’ lacrosse team is captained by seniors Reshma Parikh and
Kruthika Vijay, who are joined by seniors Ana Chirnoaga, Christine Sidhom, and Julia
Thomas.

QUESTION: Do you feel as if what you eat
or drink prior to a match can affect your
performance in the match? Can you give us
an example?
PARIKH: Sometimes. If you have a heavy
meal, it may make you feel more lackadaisical
and exhausted to play in the hot weather. By
the way, I will never eat a Five Buck Box
from Taco Bell before a match again.
QUESTION: What is the farthest you’ve ever
hit a golf ball?
PARIKH: The farthest I’ve hit a golf ball is
around 200 yards. That’s two football fields,
guys.
QUESTION: Do you ever practice your golf
swing in front of a mirror?
PARIKH: All the time! I usually try to make
a serious face to see what I look like while
taking a shot, but it’s kind of awkward
whenever my mom walks into my room and
sees me in the midst of my golfing glory.

QUESTION: Do you idolize any professional
golfers, apart from Tiger Woods?
PARIKH: Instead of just being the cliché
Tiger Woods fan, I idolize Dustin Johnson.
I hope to model my golfing style after him.

QUESTION: What are your personal dreams
and aspirations? How would you like to
improve as a golfer?
PARIKH: My personal dreams for golf are to
become a consistent player for the team and
contribute to the team wins. I never want to
be the reason for a loss.

QUESTION: Do you ever get nervous
because of the large amount of people
watching you during a match?
PARIKH: The crowd gets to you in the
beginning, but after a lot of experience, you
tend to ignore the crowd and just play your
game. However, if I make a critical shot, I
become a little wild.

QUESTION: How would you react if someone
threw something at you while you were in
the middle of a crucial shot?
PARIKH: Well, first I’d throw down my club
(carefully, because clubs are expensive),
move away from the ball, and then I’d
viciously throw whatever they threw right
back at them to return the favor. Take that!

Check back in June for updates on the spring season!

